
 Feature     LNA                 Nexis Uni  

Search Searches limited to individual content sets.

Searches for legal materials using legal  
citations must be exact match, using the  
proper legal citation.

**LNA considers a space as an “AND”  
connector.

Superior searching with a word wheel for term suggestions, a single 
search across all content types and advanced search forms specific  
to the content type.

Searches for legal materials using legal citation is extremely flexible.  
It is not necessary to have the proper legal citation. 

**Nexis Uni considers a space as an “OR” connector. LNA considers  
a space as an “AND” connector.

Alerts Not Available Create Alerts to be notified when new results are available for a search 
or publication. Schedule Alerts to deliver online or to your email, on  
a daily, weekly, monthly or as available basis. Share Alerts with others 
to save time and duplication of effort. Alerts can be shared with any 
Nexis Uni user.

Discipline Pages Not Available Quickly discover relevant topics, sources and news related to your  
area of study. Task-based search pods provide guided assistance for 
research tasks common for that discipline. Set a discipline page as  
your home page for a more personalized research experience.

Post-Search  
Filtering

Limited; must be applied one at a time Filter results post-search using a variety of facets such as publication 
type, location, date, people, and more. Apply one or more filters  
simultaneously, and delete filters without having to re-run the search.
New facets: location, practice area and timeline-style data facet

Annotations Not Available Highlight and make notes within documents to draw attention to text  
for yourself or others. Annotations help identify relevant points from 
faculty for students, or for teammates on group projects. 

Folders Not Available Create folders to organize and save related documents, searches and 
parts of text. Share folders with others to increase collaboration.

Shepard’s Available for federal and state cases and law 
reviews/law journals. 

Available for federal and state cases, federal and state statutes/codes, 
law reviews/law journals and state regulations.  Plus—improved visual 
display!

Personalized  
Settings

Not Available Personalize your research experience to your preferences for results 
displayed, results view, content priorities and sorting.

Favorites & 
History

Not Available Click the star icon next to a source to add it to your favorites, allowing 
quick and easy access to the publications you value most. View recent 
history for searches and sources; saving you time with the ability to pick 
up where you left off. Searches can be saved indefinitely by saving them 
to a folder. Reading glasses appear next to search results to show which 
documents you have viewed, along with a timestamp of the last view.  
A folder icon will appear next to a search result if that document has 
been added to a folder.

Document 
Retrieval

Document retrieval—up to 3,000 documents No document retrieval limitations 

Document View Only standard view available Documents are easier to read with a clearer font. Use “reading mode”  
or “printer friendly view” options for additional clarity.

Get a Doc  
Assistance 

Not Available By citation—helps to create proper legal citations for cases, statutes/
codes, regulations, secondary sources and law reviews/journals to easily 
retrieve a legal document. 

Cases by Name—can specify a jurisdiction, making it much easier to 
identify the appropriate case.

Docket Number— can now search by docket number for quick access  
to the docket you are trying to locate. 
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